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Saves Time and Effort by Producing Perfect Gels for Syngene Imaging Systems
Syngene, a world-leading manufacturer of image analysis solutions, is delighted to
announce the launch of a new range of robust horizontal and vertical gel electrophoresis
equipment. The new units save scientists time and effort by providingan easy to use,
versatile platform to run consistent quality DNA and protein gels for visualisation in
Syngene’s imaging systems.
With a wide range of tank and tray sizes, as well as many comb options, the new Syngene
horizontal and vertical electrophoresis units can run a huge variety of PAGE and agarose
gel types and sizes, all of which are compatible with visualisation in Syngene imaging
systems. Featuring sturdy injection moulded construction and corrosion-resistant platinum
electrodes, all the tanks in the range offer a robust, leak proof-environment, guaranteeing
user safety and long product life.
In a choice of four sizes, the horizontal gel units, known as the SynMini, SynMidi,
SynChoice and SynMaxi allow scientists to run gels as small as 7cm x 7cm right up to
20cm x 20cm. Each tank comes with two or three (for the SynChoice) sizes of cleverly
designed indentation free, UV transparent gel trays and a choice of combs in four different
thicknesses. These combined features make the new Syngene horizontal gel
electrophoresis units the most cost-effective and versatile solution for running DNA and
RNA gels currently available.
With a choice of two sizes, Syngene’s SynPAGE and SynWave vertical electrophoresis
tanks can be used with 10cm x 10cm or 20cm x 20cm gels to run up to four hand cast
(additional plates required) or two commercial pre-cast gels from any major
supplier.Featuring glass plates with permanently bonded spacers that are easy to seal
between pressure bars, guarantees consistent gel thickness and leak free casting. Forcosteffective versatility, scientists wanting to transfer their proteins to Western blots, can also fit
the new Syngene vertical electrophoresis tanks with a modular blotting insert.
“Scientists using Syngene’s G:BOX and NuGenius systems often ask us to recommend the
best gel electrophoresis equipment to use with them,” says Dr Martin
Biggs, Divisional Manager at Syngene.“We’re delighted to fill that gap in their workflow by
offering a range of versatile, high-quality horizontal and vertical electrophoresis equipment
to help them easily cast, run and then rapidly visualise their gels with Syngene imaging
systems.”
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